introduction written by the editors. These introduce, and to some extent evaluate, the main ideas and tools on which the following articles build. For example, the introduction to Part III contains a succinct (and highly readable) introduction to Discourse Representation Theory, and the introduction to Part IV discusses the underlying techniques, tools, and methodological problems associated with temporal annotation tasks. These introductions are not wholly neutral (it is clear that the editors have firm ideas about the relative importance of various proposals), but the issues are discussed in an even-handed way; the editors' predilections simply provide sufficient spice to ensure that the introductions don't descend into blandness.
Furthermore, on two occasions the editors intervene (in collaboration with others) to provide new articles that fill serious gaps. The first such intervention occurs at the end of Part II on temporal reasoning. While it is in principle useful to have available various temporal logics for performing reasoning, the potential of such logics is enhanced if their key concepts can be embodied in temporal annotation schemas. Accordingly, James Pustejovsky, in collaboration with Jerry Hobbs, supplies an essentially new article describing the TimeML annotation schema and how it can be interpreted in the OWL-Time ontology of temporal concepts; this provides an important link between the classic AI-based work of Part II and the more recent empirically oriented NLP work described in Part IV of the volume. The second such intervention occurs in Part IV where Pustejovsky et al. provide an updated introduction to TimeML. I can't think of any articles that really should be here but aren't. Perhaps the most obvious omission is Davidson (1967) on events, but while this (widely anthologized) paper could have been included, I think the editors were right not to; its key idea has long been assimilated and is more than adequately reflected in other papers in the collection. And the editors show impeccable taste in the papers they do select. For example, not only do they include James Allen's classic paper on temporal representation and reasoning, they also include Antony Galton's clear and thoughtful critique of his work. And there were (for me at any rate) some pleasant surprises. For example, I had never previously encountered Allan Bell's intriguing work on news stories as narrative, and I found his contribution a real eye-opener.
Summing up, this is a superb collection of primary material on how we talk about, reason about, and represent, temporal information. But it's far more than the sum of its parts. Thanks to the editorial work that has gone into it, this book is a genuinely useful resource, one that will guide work in this domain over the next decade and more. It belongs on the bookshelf of any linguist, computer scientist, or logician interested in temporal reasoning. But most of all, it belongs on the shelf of any reader of this journal interested in the role that temporal information has to play in natural language processing.
